Vw golf fuse box problem

Years of production: Volkswagen is a renowned name in the automotive industry that has
several brands in the same. It has provided some of the class apart cars that have been the
milestones in the industry. Volkswagen Golf is also among those cars that have made its name
through power-packed performance and different other features. One of the most scintillating
ones is the fourth generation Volkswagen Golf that provides all-around functionalities. The
fourth-generation Volkswagen Golf was not only famous for its looks but also holds class apart
engineering. It has defined a new standard in the market segment. This model's production
started in , and gradually it has gained different technological innovations that helped it gain
maximum exposure. One of the innovative features equipped by this car is the Haldex clutch
with the all-wheel-drive option. Apart from that, it also unveiled its first-ever six-speed
transmission. With these, it has gained optimal performance that helps to attain value for
money. The design aspect consists of a flattering front window, and the rear window is a bit
steeper. Apart from that, the extension provided for the proof makes it quite attractive. The
elegant yet logical profile of the overall body makes it a good car in the segment. Apart from all
of the above, it is equipped with strong equipment levels and a high-quality interior, which lures
the customer. This compact hatchback comes in three different ranges which are three-door,
five-door, and estate. This vivid collection makes this car massively popular. It also has a top
speed of mph and consists of a dual-clutch DSG gearbox when it comes to performance. For a
compact hatchback, this car provides more than enough to the customers and helps them attain
a good driving experience. Attain optimum performance with this elegant model from the house
of Volkswagen. Login Register. Volkswagen Golf: Fourth generation The fourth-generation
Volkswagen Golf was not only famous for its looks but also holds class apart engineering. For
Example: Fuse S28 on fuse panel is listed as "S" in wiring diagram. Ford Fiesta VI - : Fuse box.
Volvo C30 I - : Fuse box. It only takes a minute to sign up. I have a VW Beetle which has a nasty
habit of melting the above battery high voltage fuse box. I've replaced it three times already and
replaced the alternator as well, but I'm at a complete loss as to what's causing the problem.
Apparently this is a known issue with VW's from that era, there's even a class action suit
against VW that's still working its way through the courts. As I understand it, there was a
fundamental redesign in the cars from around onwards. Unfortunately that doesn't help you but
I wonder if it is possible to retrofit the later model fuse box. Thank you for the picture, this has
cleared things up. The fuse that has melted in your unit is S which is wired to the alternator.
Apparently as the cable which goes from this fuse to the alternator gets old it begins to corrode,
resistance increases as does the temperatures. The tried and tested solution amongst the VW
guys and gals seems to be to replace this cable with some new, heavy duty shrouded cable to
bring the resistance and associated temperature back down. The cable runs from this box down
through the battery tray, around the back of your inlet manifold and to your alternator. Make
sure you disconnect the battery before changing this cable and if in doubt, seek assistance
from an auto-electrician. I had to deal with this problem some years ago on a VW. What I noticed
is that the fusible link ran slack, causing the connection to arc and as a result burnt out the
plastic housing below. I couldn't get a fuse box so I by passed the burnt area, had a link
fabricated and secured it with a bolt and nut. It's called the alternator harness , but I haven't
found it for sale online. It is just a simple large wire with two ring connectors crimped on the
ends. It tends to get a break in the wire near the fuse box that then arcs and overheats; this is
not a problem with a short otherwise the fuse would blow, this is an arc. I went to a larger gauge
wire and replaced the fuse block on top of the battery. It also appears that the contacts for the
three green fuses are not to tight fitting. I pulled out the fuse to slightly warp the contacts for
better contact and I got the ends of my finger blistered for my effort. There was also a black arc
literally burnt into the fuse contact. So when you see a company marketing their fuse block as
good as the original, you might want to question that. A very shabby condition for such a
technologically advanced company. Just no conscience Very disappointing. This is the only
problem we have had with this car in 11 years and , miles. An overheated electrical connection
has but one cause, resistance to electron flow. Find the cause of this and fix it. The test for this
is voltage drop under load. Replace all the burned parts with new high quality units, including
the wire to the alternator. All bolted connections are to be torqued to specification. Consider
reinforcing crimped connections with solder. All connections are to be cleaned to bright metal.
Stabilant 22 will be painted on the faces of the bolted connections. Ensure that the bolted
connections are not subject to vibration that could loosen them over time. Consider adding tie
downs for the wires near the fuse box if none exist. This will determine if the electrical
resistance is fixed or is still present. Using a high quality volt meter measure the voltage loss of
the circuit from the battery side of the fuse to the alternator connection. During this test the
engine will need to be running and the high power use vehicle electrical systems will be on,
heater blower, headlight, rear window defrost, etcâ€¦ This value needs to be less than 0. If this

value is low then repairs are complete, if not narrow the search by testing shorter sections of
the circuit until the problem is located. If not test for and repair the connection with the elevated
voltage drop. If it was the wrong gauge or something, it wouldn't melt around the fuse but likely
elsewhere or wouldn't provide enough current to cause any damage. This happened to me on
Beetle a week ago. After my alternator died, I, apparently, drove on battery till it died in turn and
I had to be towed. Alternators are meant to maintain battery charge and not to charge a totally
dead battery as it would draw a very high current that may damage the alternator and, yes, melt
the fuse. I replaced the fuse box, sanded well all the contacts, replaced A fuse, and greased
everything up while charging the removed battery by a dedicated battery charger. The ammeter
on the charger was showing very high current for a first couple of hours. Replace the box. Get a
49" 4 battery cable from parts supply house. The wire will have eyelets on each end. Use one
eyelet and remove the other. Replace the missing end with one with a smaller hole; I found one
at tractor supply. Next remove part of the stock so the end will fit the new fuse box. The old
cable is shot do not try to remove it just cut off the ends and as you follow it with the new wire
use pull ties to secure. Be careful that you have all wires and plugs connected before turning on
the switch. This fix worked on my wife's tdi. Note: feel the wire if it is hot it is 1. Sign up to join
this community. The best answers are voted up and rise to the top. Fuse box above battery
melting Ask Question. Asked 5 years, 6 months ago. Active 3 years, 8 months ago. Viewed 47k
times. Is there a real, permanent solution to this problem? Improve this question. Did you trace
the wires to make sure there isn't a short somewhere, and drawing too much current?
RalphWiggum I haven't done so myself, but my mechanic claimed that they checked. Thanks
folks. The info posted here helped me immensely on my VW bug. Good car and very reliable til
this happend. When this problem occurred it was a very hot day and the air conditioner was in
use. Then suddenly this problem happend. Again this has been a great help to me in figuring
out this problem. Add a comment. Active Oldest Votes. Improve this answer. Steve Matthews
Steve Matthews 23k 2 2 gold badges 34 34 silver badges 88 88 bronze badges. Added an image.
Retrofit would be a good answer if it would work. Have you done this personally, or do you have
a source you can site? I would bet this is a great fix! Replace the wire between the alternator
and the fuse box. Zach Mierzejewski Zach Mierzejewski 1, 2 2 gold badges 17 17 silver badges
38 38 bronze badges. I would probably solder the ends on the remade alternator harness, but
your fix sounds feasible. Bill Pippin Bill Pippin 31 1 1 bronze badge. Fred Wilson Fred Wilson
Featured on Meta. Visual design changes to the review queues. Opt-in alpha test for a new
Stacks editor. Related 6. Hot Network Questions. Question feed. Lake Chevy helped make these
videos. The video above shows how to replace blown fuses in the interior fuse box of your
Volkswagen Golf SportWagen in addition to the fuse panel diagram location. Electrical
components such as your map light, radio, heated seats, high beams, power windows all have
fuses and if they suddenly stop working, chances are you have a fuse that has blown out. If
your Golf SportWagen is experiencing electrical problems, you should always check the fuses
first, because they are relatively easy to check and cheap to change. Some Volkswagens have
multiple interior fuse boxes including in the trunk - the video above will show you where the
interior fuse box of your Golf SportWagen is located. If your Golf SportWagen has many options
like a sunroof, navigation, heated seats, etc, the more fuses it has. Some components may have
multiple fuses, so make sure you check all of the fuses that are linked to the component in
question. If you need to replace a blown fuse in your Golf SportWagen, make sure you replace it
with one that has the same amperage as the blown fuse. If checking and replacing the fuse for
the component in question doesn't work, we recommend seeking assistance from a trusted
professional mechanic. They should be able to figure out if the component needs to be replaced
or if there is a short or some other problem with your Golf SportWagen. Hans Angermeier has
produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise
on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Odd electrical problems
that come out of nowhere can often signify a blown engine fuse - check and change yours here!
Many cars will burn or leak a little bit of oil. Over time, this adds up and you might need to add
some - learn how to here! Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They
also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks
to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car
based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car,
but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for
the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over ,
videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Be cool under pressure. Your coolant
should perform well under any condition - just like Aaron Rodgers! Turbo Diesel. Proper
jumpstart procedure. Learning how to jump your car before you need to is an excellent idea.
Check for a blown engine fuse. Top up the oil level. See all videos for the Volkswagen Golf

SportWagen. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything Years
of production: There are some models from automotive giants that gained much popularity due
to its useful features. Volkswagen Golf is also among those that have all the efficient features.
This is the 6. These are also known as the nomenclature Mk as per the geographical regions.
The core manufacturing of this car is equipped with a front-engine. When the whole lineup of
Golf 6 was launched, then it was available in different options such as three-door hatchback,
five-door hatchback, convertible, Cabriolet, and saloon. Overall, this is a high- performance
hatchback that can be a basic one also when it comes to everyday use. The design of Golf 6
model is more aerodynamic than helps in providing maximum fuel efficiency. This car is much
quieter than its predecessors. The sixth-generation Golf comes with a turbocharged direct
injection diesel engine, which helps in an effective working of the same. With the adaptive
chassis control, the driver can select whichever modes from comfort, normal to sports. It varies
from model to model and specifically on the accelerator, suspension, and steering. The
availability of different trim levels with specific features makes it a hit across the globe. With the
availability of both types of manual transmission, this model from Volkswagen is capable of
providing apt power. With the power-packed performance, this compact car also provides
compelling safety features. It has gained the top spot in the IIHS. This is one of the cars that are
apt for the family as well as those who emphasize power- packed performance. Volkswagen has
gained massive exposure with this model as it has acquired maximum sales among all the other
models. The current edition of this model is also popular due to the upgraded features. Two
doors. Login Register. Volkswagen Golf: Sixth Generation The core manufacturing of this car is
equipped with a front-engine. Ford Fiesta VI - : Fuse box. Volvo C30 I - : Fuse box. Alarm horn
Interior monitoring transceiver module 1 Interior monitoring transceiver module 2 Vehicle
inclination sensor. Ad vertisements. In this article, we consider the seventh-generation
Volkswagen Golf MK7 , produced from to Here you will find fuse box diagrams of Volkswagen
Golf VII , , , , , , and , get information about the location of the fuse panels inside the car, and
learn about the assignment of each fuse fuse layout. Cigar lighter power outlet fuses in the
Volkswagen Golf are the fuses 40 Cigarette lighter, 12V outlets , 46 V socket and 16 USB ports
in the Instrument panel fuse box. Open the storage compartment, squeeze from the sides, and
pull it towards you to access the fuses. How to check the fuses? How to replace a blown fuse?
Why do car fuses blow? Types of automotive fuses. Table of Contents. Passenger Compartment
Fuse Box. On right-hand drive cars, this fuse box is most likely located behind the cover on the
left side of the glove box. Engine Compartment Fuse Box. Learn more: How to check the fuses?
We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue
to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy policy. Airbag control
module, Passenger airbag disable light, Passenger occupant sensor. Rottary light switch,
interior rearview mirror, Sockets relay, Back-up lamp switch, Refrigerant pressure sensor, Air
quality sensor, Center console switch, Parking brake button. Steering column electronics
control module, Right front seat belt tensioner control module. Fuel pressure reg. Ad
vertisements. Here you will find fuse box diagrams of Volkswagen Golf V , , , , and , get
information about the location of the fuse panels inside the car, and learn about the assignment
of each fuse fuse layout and relay. Cigar lighter power outlet fuses in the Volkswagen Golf V are
the fuses 24, 26 and 42 in the Instrument panel fuse box. How to check the fuses? How to
replace a blown fuse? Why do car fuses blow? Types of automotive fuses. Table of Contents.
Fuse box location. Fuse box diagrams. Learn more: How to check the fuses? We use cookies to
ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we
will assume that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy policy. J - Engine control unit from V49 Right headlight range control motor from V48 - Left headlight range control motor from E Headlight range control regulator from J - Fuel pump control unit from J - Trailer detector
control unit from J - Selector lever sensors control unit from J - Data bus diagnostic interface
from J - Control unit in dash panel insert from J - Power steering control unit from J - ABS with
EDL control unit from E - Traction control system switch from E - TCS and ESP button from G Brake pedal position sender from E1 - Light switch from F47 - Brake pedal switch, from
November G - Oil level and oil temperature sender high; from November M17 - Reversing light
high; from November J - Climatronic control unit high; from November G65 - High-pressure
sender high; from November E16 - Switch for heater and heater output high; from November J Garage door operation control unit high; from November N - Battery isolation igniter high; from
November Y7 - Automatic anti-dazzle interior mirror high; from November E - Tyre pressure
monitor display button high; from November K - Stabilisation programme warning lamp 2 high;
from November Z20 - Left washer jet heater element high; from November Z21 - Right washer jet
heater element high; from November L71 - Illumination for traction control system switch high;
from November J - Air conditioning system control unit high; from May F47 - Cruise control

system brake pedal switch to May G - Clutch position sender J - Control unit for headlight range
control from May J - Power steering control unit from May J - Cornering light and headlight
range control unit, on right headlight, high; December J - Cornering light and headlight range
control unit, on right headlight low; from May , high; from May J - Control unit in dash panel
insert up to May J - Fuel pump control unit up to May J - Data bus diagnostic interface up to May
F - Multifunction switch up to May J - Selector lever sensors control unit up to May F - Tiptronic
switch up to May J - Cornering light and headlight range control unit, on left of headlight high;
December J - Cornering light and headlight range control unit, on left headlight low; from May ,
high; from May J - Control unit for headlight range control to May Y7 - Automatic anti-dazzle
interior mirror from May Not assigned from May J - Trailer detector control unit from May Not
assigned from May Not assigned to May J - Control unit with display for radio and navigation
system only commercial navigation system unit from May Not assigned from May J - Mobile
telephone operating electronics control unit to May J - Garage door operation control unit from
May J - Seat occupied recognition control unit from May Not assigned from May J - Trailer
detector control unit to May Not assigned from May J - Cornering light and headlight range
control unit, on right headlight, from May J - Driver door control unit J - Front passenger door
control unit. F - Brake light switch low; from May J - Automatic gearbox control unit. G - Rain
and light detector sensor up to May J - Aerial selection control unit up to May G - Interior
monitoring sensor from G - Vehicle inclination sender from H12 - Alarm horn from J - Parking
aid control unit J - Selector lever sensors control unit Not assigned from J - Control unit with
display for radio and navigation system only commercial navigation system unit up to May Not
assigned from May J - Control unit for engine speed governor, in front left footwell special
vehicles high; from May J - PDA control unit special vehicles from May J - Driver door control
unit window regulator J - Front passenger door control unit window regulator. J - Rear left door
control unit central locking from J - Rear right door control unit central locking from J Convenience system central control unit from J - Rear left door control unit central locking
high; from May J - Rear right door control unit central locking high; from May J - Convenience
system central control unit high; from May J - Rear left door control unit window regulator from
May J - Rear right door control unit window regulator from May J - Fuel pump control unit G6 Fuel system pressurisation pump - Fuel pump control unit J - Fuel supply relay from May
Charging point for Mag- Lite electric torch special vehicle interface up to May J - Airbag control
unit to May K - Front passenger side airbag deactivated warning lamp to May F4 - Reversing
light switch up to May - Mechatronics for direct shift gearbox up to May V - Driver seat lumbar
support longitudinal adjustment motor V - Front passenger seat lumbar support longitudinal
adjustment motor V - Driver seat lumbar support height adjustment motor V - Front passenger
seat lumbar support height adjustment motor. J - Fleated driver seat control unit J - Fleated
front passenger seat control unit. J23 - Rotating light and siren system control unit up to May
Not assigned from May J - Cornering light and headlight range control unit, on left headlight,
from May Z20 - Left washer jet heater element Z21 - Right washer jet heater element E94 Heated driver seat regulator E95 - Heated front passenger seat regulator Not assigned from May
J - Convenience system central control unit Not assigned from May J - Mechatronic control unit
from May J - Control unit in dash panel insert from May J - Engine control unit only models with
diesel engine J - Engine control unit petrol from May J - Petrol engine control unit only models
with petrol engine up to May Z62 - Lambda probe heater 3 Z19 - Lambda probe heater G39 Lambda probe G - Lambda probe 2 before catalytic converter G - Lambda probe after catalytic
converter. G - Lambda probe 2 after catalytic converter G - Lambda probe 3 after catalytic
converter J17 - Fuel pump relay J - Automatic glow period control unit J - High heat output relay
J - Wiper motor control unit V - Driver side windscreen wiper motor. F47 - Brake pedal switch to
November G - Clutch position sender. N - Fuel pressure regulating valve up to May N Secondary air inlet valve from May N - Fuel pressure regulating valve from May J - Engine
control unit from May N - Variable intake manifold changeover valve from May F Map-controlled engine cooling system thermostat J - Radiator fan control unit N18 - Exhaust
gas recirculation valve N80 - Activated charcoal filter solenoid valve 1 N - Variable intake
manifold changeover valve N - Inlet camshaft control valve 1 N - Intake manifold flap valve V Intake manifold flap motor. J - Additional coolant pump relay S44 - Seat adjustment thermal fuse
1. Not assigned up to May J59 - X-contact relief relay from May Terminal 30 voltage supply relay
-J Terminal 30 voltage supply relay -J Terminal 30 voltage supply relay -J Secondary air pump
relay -J Sensor for current measurement -G ; up to May , only engine code BLG Wiring bridge
only models with diesel engine. J - Power steering control unit V - Electromechanical power
steering motor. Special equipment up to May J - Low heat output relay 1st stage , from
December Z35 - Auxiliary air heater element from December J - Auxiliary air heater control unit
from November Z35 - Auxiliary air heater element from November Optional equipment. J -

Convenience system central control unit V - Front passenger side wiper motor from May Not
assigned from November N - Ignition transformer up to May N F47 - Cruise control system brake
pedal switch G - Clutch position sender Not assigned from November F - Map-controlled engine
cooling system thermostat N - Inlet camshaft control valve 1 N80 - Activated charcoal filter
solenoid valve 1 pulsed N18 - Exhaust gas recirculation valve N - Intake manifold flap air control
valve V - Intake manifold flap motor N79 - Crankcase breather heater element N - Variable intake
manifold changeover valve J - Radiator fan control unit Not assigned from May J - NOx sensor
control unit up to May J - Automatic glow period control unit up to May J17 - Fuel pump relay up
to May N - Turbocharger air recirculation valve from May N80 - Activated charcoal filter solenoid
valve 1 from May N75 - Charge pressure control solenoid valve from May J - Simos control unit
up to May J - Diesel direct injection system control unit up to May Z29 - Lambda probe 1 heater
after catalytic converter from May Z30 - Lambda probe 2 heater after catalytic converter from
May J - Automatic gearbox control unit up to May J - Mechatronics for dual clutch gearbox. J Mobile telephone operating electronics control unit from November J - Motronic control unit up
to May Not assigned from May J - Diesel direct injection system control unit up to May J Terminal 30 voltage supply relay up to May N79 - Heater element for crankcase breather up to
May Not assigned from May G6 - Fuel system pressurisation pump up to May Not assigned from
May V48 - Left headlight range control motor up to May V49 - Right headlight range control
motor up to May J - Radiator fan control unit from May N - Exhaust camshaft control valve 1
from November N - Secondary air inlet valve from May N - Exhaust flap 1 valve from May N Secondary air inlet valve 2 from May V - Diagnosis pump for fuel system from May N80 Activated charcoal filter solenoid valve 1 from May N - Secondary air inlet valve from May N Exhaust camshaft control valve 1 from May Not assigned up to May N70 - Ignition coil 1 with
output stage from May N - Ignition coil 2 with output stage from May N - Ignition coil 3 with
output stage from May N - Ignition coil 4 with output stage from May N - Ignition coil 5 with
output stage from May N - Ignition coil 6 with ou
2007 toyota tundra tail light
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car diagram with labels
tput stage from May Safety cutout for seat adjustment S44 - Seat adjustment thermal fuse 1, SB
- Positive connection 1 30a from November J - Radiator fan control unit up to May Not assigned
from May Terminal 15 voltage supply relay -J up to May Motronic current supply relay -J up to
November Engine components current supply relay -J from November Terminal 50 voltage
supply relay -J up to May Additional coolant pump relay -J from May Current supply relay for
engine components -J up to May Not assigned from November Terminal 30 voltage supply relay
-J up to May Engine components current supply relay -J up to November Motronic current
supply relay -J from May J - Auxiliary air heater control unit from May Z35 - Auxiliary air heater
element from May Fresh air blower relay -J up to May Terminal 15 voltage supply relay 2 -J
Fresh air blower relay -J 53 only with auxiliary heater Low heat output relay -J Auxiliary heater
operation relay -J High heat output relay -J Secondary air pump relay -J

